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- Friendly user
interface -
Hierarchal view for
kitab (Subject) and
bab (Topic) -
Embedded Sanad
list - Diacritical
Marks with all
characters - Multi-
format text export
(Supporting
Unicode): - Microsoft
Word 2000 - 2003 -
WordPerfect 6.0 -
2003 - Acrobat PDF -
Portable Document
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Format (PDF) - DjVu
- Postscript - many
more. In the future it
will support
following formats: -
HTML - Memo - Plain
Text - RTF - Rich
Text Format - Plain
HTML - Memo - Tab
Delimited - HTML for
Printing - Databases
Ekabakti E-Hadith
Software has been
developed for the
following operating
systems: Microsoft
Windows 2000 -
2003 Apple MacOS X
(10.4 - 10.6) Apple
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MacOS X (10.3 -
10.4) Apple MacOS
X (10.1 - 10.2) Note:
1.This is free version
of Ekabakti e-Hadith
Software. A demo
version of Ekabakti e-
Hadith Software can
be downloaded from
2.Text files of e-book
software are not
included. They have
to be downloaded
from web site and
installed manually in
the hard disk. 3.To
install e-book
software it is
essential that the
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user have an icon of
a hard disk
available. 4.This e-
book software is not
the official release.
There might be bugs
and other issue in e-
book software that
might not be
acceptable to us. We
are sorry for this.
Once a bug has
been reported, it will
be fixed as soon as
possible. This e-book
is free for use within
period of time. Users
are asked to support
us in buying the
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Software. Please
follow the link below
for demo version
and buy the
Software from
www.ekabakti.com E-
book software
oriented for Hadith
Prophet Muhammad
s.a.w. Offer the 6
books of hadith
including Sahih
Bukhari, Sahh
Muslim, Sunan Abi
Daud, Sunan Al-
Nasaie, Sunan Al-
Tarm

Ekabakti E-Hadith Software E-book With Full
Keygen Free Download X64
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The hadith software
is of great
importance for
verifying correct
hadith or amal.
There are 2 types of
hadith identified by
author and place of
origin. Hadith
reference to author
Ekabakti E-Hadith
Software is a
standalone e-book
software geared for
Muslim to use for
the verification of
hadith and verifying
the reliability of
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hadith. The software
is geared to use the
kitab (Subject) and
bab (Topic)
hierarchy. A hadith
may be identified by
the author, country
and city where the
hadith was narrated.
Every hadith is
verified by a sanad
or the number of
chains required to
attest to the
veracity of the
hadith. The software
is currently working
for hadith on www.
hadithproved.org
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web site. Ekabakti E-
Hadith Software
Features: 1) A single
tap can be used to
jump to a hadith and
sanad. 2) Easily
defined kitab
(Subject) or bab
(Topic). 3) Text
editor, word
processor or
notepad supporting
diacritical marks. 4)
Text file could be
copy and transfered
to Microsoft Word. 5)
A wireless mouse is
available and can be
used by the user for
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faster operation. 6)
Environment in
Arabic & English. 7)
Illustrations could be
added. 8) Graphical
views in a
personalised way for
the user. 9) The
software use the
hierarchal view. 10)
Character fonts
could be changed.
11) Language could
be changed from
English to Arabic.
12) Text could be
advanced in
paragraphs. 13)
Text could be copied
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to clipboard. 14) The
software support
hadith on www.
hadithproved.org
Karim wa
Mohammed comes
with a range of
benefits. By
activating a few of
the features in the
software; the user
gets a new and
unique features.
KARIM wa
MOHAMMED: Unique
features: 1)
Displaying the all
records from the
database of hadith.
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2) Search records
from the database.
3) Displaying all
available hadith on
the specific place of
author. 4) Displaying
all available hadith
on the specific
muhaddath. 5)
Finding the specific
hadith as per the
author, place, time,
day, season and
language. 6)
Submitting the
specific hadith
record as a barakat
to the hadith
3a67dffeec
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Ekabakti E-Hadith Software E-book License
Keygen

Written by : www.epi
demiology.web.id E-
Hadith Software is a
software application
that helps users
perform research on
all the texts (Hadith
Kitab). E-Hadith
Software is a
application based on
the Hadith Kitab.
This book is the
basis of the
application. E-Hadith
Software is a
software oriented for
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Hadith Prophet
Muhammad s.a.w.
Full Arabic support
for both reading and
writing. The
software use the
hierarchal view for
kitab (Subject) and
bab (Topic). Have
options for
searching within one
book of Hadith, i.e.
one kitab at a time.
With the help of this
software, one can
extract the non-
Arabic information
of the items within
the Hadith, such as:
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Speaker Name,
Tariqah, city, date,
ayah and many
more. Some files
downloaded from
the internet (contact
for the owner) are
included: Use of
Sahih Muslim,
Saheeh Al-Bukhari,
Sunan Al-Nasaie,
Sunan Abi Dawood,
and Sunan Al-Tirmizi
Text presented in
Arabic and the
interface is in
English. When we
will enable the
Arabic mode in this
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application we can
translate into Arabic
language. The
Software is
developed by Hadith
Software The
software uses the
hierarchal view for
Kitab and Bab. Kitab-
Bab presentation
could be in two
ways: 1. 2. Text
could be copied and
transfered to word
processor like
Microsoft Word 2000
- 2003. Input of
Arabic in the text by
the users is easy.
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The software
supports searching
within one book of
Hadith, i.e. one kitab
at a time. Image
Search could be
activated in this
application. The
software is free. Full
Arabic Support for
both reading and
writing. Kitab-Bab
presentation could
be in two ways: 1. 2.
Text could be copied
and transfered to
word processor like
Microsoft Word 2000
- 2003. Image
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Search could be
activated in this
application. The
software is free. E-
Hadith Software
Features: - Full
Arabic support for
both reading and
writing. - Support to
do search within one
book of hadith, i.e.
one kitab at a time. -
Have options for
searching within one
book of Hadith, i.e.
one kitab at a time.

What's New In Ekabakti E-Hadith Software E-book?
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Ekabakti E-Hadith
Software E-book is
primarily designed
to support Islamic
Studies. This Islamic
software supports
Basic view of Kitab
(Subject) and Bab
(Topic). The user is
given the option to
search for a
particular aspect of
a text, Like Seek
System, Seek
Selection, Seek Text,
Seek Commentary
and Seek Contents.
The user is then
asked to choose one
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of the options to
further the search
process. Ekabakti E-
Hadith Software E-
book contains a
Dictionaries list as
well. These
Dictionaries are
Navin Kala (Current
Updated Version),
Phail Khasa (Latest
Version), Book of
Hadith, Legal Book
and Islamic Books.
The various tools
available in the
software includes
Tools for Text
Segmentation, Tools
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for Arabic
Pronunciation, Tools
for Text Search,
Tools for
Interpretation, Tools
for Aligning and
Tools for Linting.
The software has no
necessity to be
installed on a
computer. E-book
software oriented for
Hadith Prophet
Muhammad s.a.w.
Offer the 6 books of
hadith including
Sahih Bukhari, Sahh
Muslim, Sunan Abi
Daud, Sunan Al-
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Nasaie, Sunan Al-
Tarmidzi and Sunan
Ibnu Majah.
Supported on non
Arabic enabled
environment. Text
presented in Arabic
and the interface is
in English. Text
could be copied and
transfered to word
processor like
Microsoft Word 2000
- 2003. Complete
with diacritical
marks and sanad.
The software uses
the hierarchal view
for kitab (Subject)
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and bab (Topic).
Ekabakti E-Hadith
Software E-book
Description:
Ekabakti E-Hadith
Software E-book is
primarily designed
to support Islamic
Studies. This Islamic
software supports
Basic view of Kitab
(Subject) and Bab
(Topic). The user is
given the option to
search for a
particular aspect of
a text, Like Seek
System, Seek
Selection, Seek Text,
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Seek Commentary
and Seek Contents.
The user is then
asked to choose one
of the options to
further the search
process. Ekabakti E-
Hadith Software E-
book contains a
Dictionaries list as
well. These
Dictionaries are
Navin Kala (Current
Updated Version),
Phail Khasa (Latest
Version), Book of
Hadith, Legal Book
and Islamic Books.
The various tools
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available in the
software includes
Tools for Text Se
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows
7, 8.1, 10 (64-bit
only), or Linux Mac
OSX 10.7.5 or higher
Intel Core 2 Duo
E5200 @ 3.2GHz
4GB RAM 6GB free
hard drive space
DirectX 9 graphics
card or equivalent
Soundcard DirectX
9c installed USB 1.1
(most systems have
USB 2.0 as an
option)
Recommended:
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Windows 7, 8.1, 10
(64-bit only),
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